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Intangible Ahmedabad

2021-02-18

have you ever heard of the pol in which sultan ahmed shah lived in
ahmedabad do you know that even a mud model of a goddess can
protect the pol from an evil eye rediscover the exciting journey of a
young girl through the old city pols of ahmedabad and expect to be
inspired by the rugged medieval monuments and bustling city life at
every turn

Ahmedabad

2011-02-02

founded in 1411 by sultan ahmed shah on the banks of the river
sabarmati ahmedabad is today india s seventh largest city and also one
of the subcontinent s few medieval cities which continues to be
prosperous and important soon after it was established the royal city of
ahmedabad became the commercial and cultural capital of gujarat
when the mughal empire annexed gujarat in 1572 ahmedabad lost its
political pre eminence but continued to flourish as a great trading
centre connecting the silk route with the spice route briefly under
the marathas in the eighteenth century ahmedabad experienced a
dimming of its fortunes but with the beginning of british control from
the early nineteenth century the city reasserted its mercantile ethos
even as it began questioning age old social hierarchies the opening of
the first textile mill in 1861 was a turning point and by the end of the
century ahmedabad was known as the manchester of the east when
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gandhi returned to india from south africa in 1915 looking for a place
where he could establish an institution for the whole of india it was
ahmedabad he chose with the setting up of his sabarmati ashram the
great manufacturing centre also became a centre for new awakening
it became the political hub of india radiating the message of freedom
struggle based on truth and non violence after independence it
emerged as one of the fastest growing cities of india and in the 1960s
ahmedabadis pioneered institutions of higher education and research
in new fields such as space sciences management design and
architecture yet through the centuries ahmedabad s prosperity has
been punctuated by natural disasters and social discord from famines
and earthquakes to caste and religious violence ahmedabadis have
tried to respond to these trying to meld economic progress with a
new culture of social harmony coinciding with the 600th anniversary
of the founding of ahmedabad this broad brush history highlights socio
economic patterns that emphasize indo islamic and indo european
synthesis and continuity bringing the focus back to the pluralistic
heritage of this medieval city evocative profiles of ahmedabadi
merchants industrialists poets and saints along with descriptions and
illustrations of the city s art and architecture bring alive the city and
its citizens

Urban food system and nutrition assessment in
Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India

2022-02-25

this report is an outcome of the urban food system assessments for
nutrition ufsan project of the food and agriculture organization of the
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united nations fao the objectives of the ufsan project were to develop
and pilot a holistic tool to assess nutrition and food systems in urban
areas with the aim to guide policies programmes and investments
towards a range of potential food system actions that promote better
nutrition and healthy diets pilot the tool in four cities ahmedabad and
pune in india and pokhara and kathmandu in nepal and disseminate
the findings of the ufsan tool among nutrition and food systems
stakeholders in these cities

Greater Than a Tourist - Ahmedabad Gujarat
India

2017-10-16

are you excited about planning your next trip do you want to try
something new would you like some guidance from a local if you
answered yes to any of these questions then this greater than a tourist
book is for you greater than a tourist ahmedabad gujarat india by
prajakta shinde offers the inside scoop on ahmedabad most travel books
tell you how to sightsee although there s nothing wrong with that as
a part of the greater than a tourist series this book will give you tips
from someone who lives at your next travel destination in these pages
you ll discover local advice that will help you throughout your trip
travel like a local slow down and get to know the people and the
culture of a place by the time you finish this book you will be eager
and prepared to travel to your next destination
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Ahmedabad

2012

india s first city to be designated as a world heritage city is located in
the western state of gujarat world heritage photographer author and
publisher of six books on historic architecture pino shah takes you
through a visual journey of the city of ahmedabad amdavad the book
showcases some of the finest historic architecture of the 600 year old
city its culture the people festivities day trips from ahmedabad and
more a colorful journey based on 500 photographs selected from over
20 000 photographs taken over a nine year period artbypino com
ahmedabadheritage com

Ahmedabad: Glimpses Of India's First World
Heritage City

2020-01-10

this volume commemorates 600 years of the founding of ahmedabad
with essays on modernism art crafts food and heritage by scholars who
have made this city their home

Ahmedabad 600

2011

report on a sample survey of the urban area labour market for
construction workers in ahmedabad india discusses the nature of
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contract labour production factors and subcontracting gives
demographic aspects age sex family occupation educational level etc
examines labour mobility wage rates working conditions collective
bargaining standard of living household income indebtedness housing
etc proposes labour market restructuring and suitable labour legislation
bibliography statistical tables

Construction Labour Market

1982

metropolitan governance is an indispensable book for understanding
the governance of metropolitan cities the book covers an insight into
the governance in ahmedabad and hyderabad the participatory
metropolitan governance is also of interest to the students of sociology
social work and geography the students of public administration
would find it useful to study the decentralisation of powers from
centre to state to local level government for academicians engaged in
service delivery in metropolitan areas it brings in clarity regarding
role of varied stakeholders in governance

Ahmedabad; a Study in Indian Urban History

1968

ahmedabad a society in transition 1818 1914 is an attempt to study the
urban history of the city in its various social aspects in the transitional
period it is an in depth analysis of important facets of society such as
the press voluntary associations caste emerging classes women
lifestyles and changing cityscape with the help of contemporary
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english and gujarati sources dr kunjlata n shah believes that there is a
dearth of historical research in this subject through the book shah
draws out the response and adaptation of ahmedabad to the
modernising forces generated by british rule it also explains how the
traditional urban centre of trade and industry was gradually
transformed into a modern industrial city the book therefore starts
with a brief history of the sultanate moghul and maratha rule in the
city of ahmedabad and ends with the arrival of gandhi in 1915

Metropolitan Governance

2014

a biography of ahmedabad from a winner of the sahitya akademi
award there are many legends around the founding of ahmedabad one
has it that some time in 1411 ad a dog was looking for easy prey on
the banks of the sabarmati when a hare attacked him and drove him
away sultan ahmed shah witnessed the scene and impressed by the
hare s spirit decided to build a city right there now six hundred years
later ahmedabad is a city at the intersection of the old and the new
centuries old dargahs and havelis stand alongside high rises and glitzy
shopping malls once known for its textile mills it is now one of the
world s fastest developing cities but while the fortifications of the
walled city crumbled long ago divisions between its varied groups
have come to the fore pulling them apart esther david a member of
ahmedabad s small bene israel jewish community is a storehouse of
city stories in ahmedabad city with a past she takes the reader on an
intimate rickshaw ride through a city full of life and wondrous
contradictions
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Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency ...

1883

contributed articles with reference to ahmadābād india

People Called Ahmedabad

2017

the 600 year old walled city of ahmedabad was declared as india s first
world heritage city by unesco in july 2017 the 5 5 km walled city
area with a population in excess of 4 lakhs and living in centuries old
wooden residences in around 600 pols or neighbourhoods was
regarded as living heritage ahmedabad s nomination received huge
support from around 20 countries who lauded the peaceful co
existence of dominant hindu islamic and jain communities in the
walled city area besides its architectural marvels of wooden havelis
the world community also stressed on the fact that the city was the
epicenter of the non violent freedom struggle that led to the country s
independence from colonial rulers in 1947 there are over 2600
heritage sites and two dozen asi protected monuments and sites in the
walled city for over 600 years ahmedabad has stood for peace as a
landmark city where mahatma gandhi began india s freedom struggle
it has stood for unity with its elegant carvings in its hindu and jain
temples as well as standing as one of the finest examples of indo
islamic architecture and hindu muslim art beyond all this it epitomizes
the united nation s objective of sustainable development as it
accelerates in its development the author jagadeesan krishnan an
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intrepid traveller and heritage enthusiast spent a couple of days in the
walled city of ahmedabad this book a pictorial travelogue is an attempt
to document his visit and present a glimpse of the treasures waiting to
be discovered in the walled city of ahmedabad while the book is a
visual journey it does not claim to be a coffee table book a tourist guide
or a historical guide to the walled city it is meant for the inquisitive
traveller who wishes to undertake a trip to the heritage city the
structure of the book follows the chronological order in which the
pictures were taken and the author s fascination for monochrome
photography has led to a number of black and white photographs
being included in the book

Bombay

1898

presents a historical ethnography of two workers neighbourhoods in
ahmedabad a city in western india

Ahmedabad

2016

urbanisation is rapidly changing the geographic and social landscape of
india and indeed asia as a whole issues of collective violence urban
poverty and discrimination become crucial factors in the redefinition
of citizenship not only in legal terms but also in a cultural and socio
economic dimension while indian cities are becoming the centres of a
culture of exclusion against vulnerable social groups a long term
perspective is essential to understand the patterns that shaped the
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space politics economy and culture of contemporary metropolises this
book takes a critical longer term view of india s economic transition
the idea that urban growth goes hand in hand with the modernisation
of the country does not account for the fact that increasingly higher
portions of the urban population are comprised of lower income
groups casual labourers and slum dwellers using the case study of
ahmedabad this book investigates the history of city and of its people
over the twentieth century it analyses the contrasting relationship
between urban authorities and the inhabitants of ahmedabad and
examines instances of antagonism and negotiation amongst people
groups and between the people and the public authority that have
continuously shaped transformed and redefined life in the city this
book offers an important tool for understanding the bigger context of
the conflicts the social and cultural issues that accompanied the broader
process of urbanisation in contemporary india it will be of interest to
scholars of urban history studies of collective violence and south asian
studies

Ahmedabad

2016-02-10

a collaborative project led by wolfgang zurborn a respected
photographer 18 amateur photographers created a remarkable
appraisal of their home country portraying everyday indian life a total
of 18 indian photographers all taking part in master classes directed by
wolfgang zurborn observed life in the up and coming cities of
ahmedabad and kolkata this photo book includes images of vibrant
nightlife neighbors living side by side street poverty and working
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people regardless of the multi faceted approaches of the photographers
they all explore existential issues and use their own individual
perspectives to create an impression of their culture this is a no
nonsense book devoid of folkloristic idealization

Issues in Urbanisation

2002

ahmedabad is india s seventh largest city a six hundred year old
former textile town where mahatma gandhi launched his struggle
against british rule and a hotbed for communal violence the city is
known today for being prime minister narendra modi s stronghold
the model for a new market led vision of development and a
harbinger of the changes sweeping through the new india in this
intimate biography amrita shah travels through time and a landscape
of abandoned mills and urban beautification projects stone monuments
and modernist architecture she visits neighborhoods divided by
sectarian violence and ghettos born on the outskirts of the city among
the many people she meets are a young embroiderer from asarwa
chamanpura the architect of the riverfront project a poet turned civil
servant a popular singing duo and a well heeled socialite this is the
story of road maps and rivers kings and kingmakers merchants and
savants of dalit laborers and female bootleggers displaced muslims and
a euphoric middle class it is also the incredible story of hope and
vulnerability at the heart of a metropolis searing illuminating and
beautifully written ahmedabad a city in the world is essential reading
for an insight into contemporary india
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Footloose In Ahmedabad

2020-11-28

this book presents a systematic analysis of the differential
implementation of the urban reforms in two indian cities ahmedabad
and kanpur it analyses the enactment of the jawaharlal nehru national
urban renewal mission jnnurm launched in 2005 by the indian
government which aimed to spatially reorient cities into market
friendly places across 65 sites across the country but finished with
only modest success the volume discusses the specificities of urban
governance systems municipal history of a colonial city and nationalist
struggle in relation to urban planning and policy reforms to showcase
how policies insensitive to these are likely to fail it identifies
historically constituted municipal capacity located in the municipal
organization at the city level as the key determinant of divergent
trajectories of the spatial changes the analysis demonstrates that in
ahmedabad the politics of the city was historically oriented towards
peoples relationship with their spaces enabling a coherent municipal
organisation in the case of kanpur however the local politics evolved
in a way that the urban question remained unresolved which resulted
in a fragmented municipal organisation this variation in the
architectures of municipal organisations in the two cities therefore
resulted in different levels of municipal capacities at the time of the
inauguration of the jnnurm a richly detailed case study on urban
governance issues and development in indian cities this book will be
an essential read for scholars and researchers of urban studies urban
politics development studies social anthropology social history political
science development studies public policy and governance urban
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sociology and south asian studies

The Indian Textile Journal

1890

this book showcases cutting edge research papers from the 6th
international conference on research into design icord 2017 the largest
in india in this area written by eminent researchers from across the
world on design process technologies methods and tools and their
impact on innovation for supporting design for communities while
design traditionally focused on the development of products for the
individual the emerging consensus on working towards a more
sustainable world demands greater attention to designing for and with
communities so as to promote their sustenance and harmony within
each community and across communities the special features of the
book are the insights into the product and system innovation process
and the host of methods and tools from all major areas of design
research for the enhancement of the innovation process the main
benefit of the book for researchers in various areas of design and
innovation are access to the latest quality research in this area with
the largest collection of research from india for practitioners and
educators it is exposure to an empirically validated suite of theories
models methods and tools that can be taught and practiced for design
led innovation the contents of this volume will be of use to
researchers and professionals working in the areas on industrial design
manufacturing consumer goods and industrial management
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Police Reports of the Bombay Presidency
including Sind

1876

anant a thirty five year old small time photographer in ahmedabad has
a recurring nightmare in it a three legged bitch is chained to his ankle
slowing his step and dragging angrily behind him try as he might he
is neither able to free himself of the mongrel in the dream nor the
dream itself what does the dog signify raashee his one time lover who
now exists only in online chat windows or diane arbus the legendary
1960s photographer whose groundbreaking ideas have no takers in
ahmedabad or his father with whom he has a strained relationship
when psychologists and google fail him anant embarks on a
kafkaesque journey through the city to find the answers that elude
him 35 and sexless in ahmedabad is a darkly comic story about a lonely
man s quest for real connections in times of virtual connectivity a
misfit artist s alienation in a conservative city here ahmedabad but
could be any other but the most hopeless of situations often have
simple solutions as anant discovers his three legged dog is actually a
profound problem with a surprisingly primal answer

In the Shadow of the Mill

2022-10-31

offering new insights into the political economy of contemporary
india this book considers how and why unequal patterns of economic
growth have taken shape within the context of a democratic and
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decentralising political system and how this has impacted upon the
processes of economic development

Urbanisation, Citizenship and Conflict in India

2015-06-19

in this study of mahatma gandhi psychoanalyst erik h erikson explores
how gandhi succeeded in mobilizing the indian people both spiritually
and politically as he became the revolutionary innovator of militant
non violence and india became the motherland of large scale civil
disobedience

The Indian Mafia

1991

the revised and updated edition of the book modern marketing caters
to the needs of students of marketing to meet the current difficult
situations of business nine new chapters have been added

The Indian Vision Quest

2017-03

Accounts and Papers of the House of Commons

1875
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Ahmedabad

2016-07-12

Women and Socialisation

1987

Remaking Cities

2023

Research into Design for Communities,
Volume 1

2017-02-24

Gazetteer

1883

Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency: Baroda

1883
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Gazetteer of the Bombay Presidency: Baroda

1883

Indian Recorder and Digest

1956

35 and Sexless in Ahmedabad

2015-05-31

Transactions of the Seventh International
Congress of Hygiene and Demography ...

1892

Democracy, Development and Decentralisation
in India

2013-10-28
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police reports of the bombay presidency
including teh probince of sind

1878

Transactions of the Seventh International
Congress of Hygiene and Demography,
London, August, 10th-17th, 1891 v. 11-12

1892

Transactions

1892

Gandhi's Truth: On the Origins of Militant
Nonviolence

1993-04-17

Modern Marketing

1987
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